STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

PROJECT: DESIGN OF A New BUILDING

NAME PROJECT:
1. BUILDING LAYOUT

2. FOUNDATION

3. EXCAVATION AND REMOVAL

4. W.C.'S AGGREGATES AND SIZES

5. REINFORCING STEEL

6. CONCRETE MIXING & PLACING

7. MINIMUM CONCRETE STRENGTHS

8. FORM WORK & REMOVAL

9. JOINTS

10. STEEL IN FOOTHOLD

11. DRAINAGE PIPE & STEELS

12. BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

13. WELDING AND PLUMBING

14. ACCESSORIES

GENERAL NOTES

14. Accessories

7. Minimum Concrete Strengths

8. Form Work & Removal

9. Joints

10. Steel in Footing

11. Drainage Pipe & Steels

12. Block Construction

13. Welding and Plumbing

14. Accessories

6. Concrete Mixing & Placing

5. Reinforcing Steel

4. W.C.'s Aggregates and Sizes

3. Excavation and Removal

2. Building Layout

1. Foundation
AS SECONDARY DRAWINGS IN CASE OF ANY DIFFERENCES DESIGNER MUST BE CONTACTED.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS ARE PRIMARY DRAWINGS AND STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED.

NOTE: THE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS WILL BE FOLLOWED IN CONSIDERATION WITH ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.
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